Environmental Surveillance for SARS-CoV-2 in Two Restaurants from a Mid-scale City that Followed U.S. CDC Reopening Guidance
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Abstract

Since mask use and physical distancing are difficult to maintain when people dine indoors, restaurants are perceived as high risk for acquiring COVID-19. The air and selected environmental surfaces in two restaurants in a mid-scale city located in north central Florida that followed the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reopening guidance were sampled three times from July 2020 to February 2021. Sixteen air samples were collected for 2 hours using air samplers, and 20 surface samples by using moistened swabs. The samples were analyzed by real-time reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) for the presence of SARS-CoV-2 genomic RNA. A total of ~550 patrons dined in the restaurants during our samplings. SARS-CoV-2 genomic RNA was not detected in any of the air samples. One of the 20 surface samples (5%) was positive. That sample had been collected from a plastic tablecloth immediately after guests left the restaurant. Virus was not isolated in cell cultures inoculated with aliquots of the RT-PCR-positive sample. The likelihood that patrons and staff acquire SARS-CoV-2 infections may be low in restaurants in a mid-scale city that adopt CDC restaurant reopening guidelines, such as operation at 50% capacity so that tables can be spaced at least 6 feet apart, establishment of adequate mechanical ventilation, use of a face covering except while eating or drinking, and implementation of disinfection measures.
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1. Background

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) is the causative agent of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic. It can be shed by infected individuals including those that are pre-symptomatic and asymptomatic as they breath, speak, cough, or sing (Ma et al., 2020; Pan et al., 2020). Therefore, places where facemask use and physical distancing are difficult to maintain, such as restaurants that offer on-site eating or drinking, may pose a relatively high risk for acquiring COVID-19 infections. Accordingly, various epidemiological studies traced COVID-19 outbreaks to dining in restaurants early during the pandemic. For example, ten infected persons within three different clusters had indirect contact with an index case when they dined in a restaurant in Guangzhou, China, on January 24, 2020 (Li et al., 2020). Similarly, three cases were investigated wherein patrons in separate tables dined near an index case in a restaurant in Korea on June 17, 2020 (Kwon et al., 2020). Notably, several individuals in both outbreaks were infected even though the distance between them and the index case was greater than 2 m (i.e., physical distancing was followed). Environmental modelling studies using computation fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations also suggest the transmission can occur in poorly ventilated restaurants even though physical distancing is maintained (Liu et al., 2021; Lu et al., 2020). Another case investigation study inferred that full-service restaurants can be particularly risky for people acquiring COVID-19, based on human mobility data in Chicago from March-April 2020 (Chang et al., 2020). Noteworthy, the largest state medical society in the U.S., the Texas Medical Association, ranked the risk level of acquiring COVID-19 as moderate-high for dining in restaurants during the pandemic (Texas Medical Association, 2020).

On the basis of relatively high infection risk inferred from epidemiological and environmental modelling studies, restaurants across the U.S. were forced to close or were only allowed to
provide take-out and delivery services during the business lockdown period that spanned March
to April of year 2020 (Kim and Lee, 2020). The reopening of restaurants occurred gradually in
all states in the U.S. by mid-June 2020, with take-out and/or dine-in services (Guy et al., 2021),
in consideration of the following factors: (a) rapid development of COVID-19-related knowledge
through intensive research efforts, which then resulted in a better understanding of the
transmission of SARS-CoV-2 and development of effective strategies to minimize transmission
of the virus, (b) the desire by a substantial majority of consumers to engage in social and
physical interactions, such as dining out more frequently at restaurants (Sung et al., 2021), (c)
restaurant visits by patrons had declined by 75% in the U.S. by March 2020 (Santos, 2020), and
prediction that over half of restaurants would not survive the pandemic if they were maintained
at lock-down status (Kim and Lee, 2020). To assist restaurants in reopening, the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) provided reopening guidance that included operation at
reduced capacity, modification of seating layouts to ensure customer parties remain at least 6 feet
apart, implementation of disinfection measures, and requirements that both restaurant employees
and patrons wear face coverings when not eating or drinking (CDC, 2020). However, after the
lockdown was lifted, epidemiological studies (Fisher et al., 2020) revealed that in the U.S.
people engaging in on-site dining activities in restaurants had significantly higher positive rates
for SARS-CoV-2 than those not exposed to restaurant dining environments ($p=0.01$). In
contrast, the same study found no statistical correlation of positive rates due to activities in
shopping centers, public transportation, or salons ($p>0.05$). Additionally, significant increases in
the number of COVID-19 cases and death rates were associated with the reopening of full-
service restaurants from March to December 2020 (Guy et al., 2021).
Environmental surveillance consisting of air and surface sampling can be used to evaluate the risk of acquiring COVID-19 in restaurant environments through detection of SARS-CoV-2, since infected individuals including those who are pre-symptomatic and asymptomatic can spread the virus in aerosols (≤5 µm) and/or droplets (>5 µm) (CDC, 2021; Harvey et al., 2021a). However, thanks to the challenges of getting restaurants that would allow sampling in their facilities, there have been very few sampling studies focused on restaurant environments. The perception of high risk for acquiring COVID-19 in restaurants is derived from epidemiology studies without actual field samplings.

During the early period of the pandemic, environmental samplings were mainly conducted in healthcare facilities with COVID-19 patients to investigate the transmission routes, and the detection of SARS-CoV-2 in the air was reported in intensive care units (ICU), isolation rooms, and hospital rooms (Chia et al., 2020; Lednicky et al., 2020a), as well as in retail stores, hallways, and entrances within hospitals (Liu et al., 2020; Santarpia et al., 2020). Surface samples collected from high-touch surfaces of medical centers, isolation locations, and residential homes with COVID-19 patients were also positive for SARS-CoV-2 (Ben-Shmuel et al., 2020; Chia et al., 2020; Maestre et al., 2021). Later on, sampling measurements for SARS-CoV-2 were focused on public spaces in attempts to identify locations in the community that might have high potential of transmission risk, so that resources dedicated to preventive measures could be concentrated in those areas. Examples were studies focused on detection of SARS-CoV-2 in the air of shopping centers, subway stations, and buses that were performed during June-July 2020 in Iran (Hadei et al., 2021) and on the public surfaces of subway trains, buses, grocery stores, and banks in densely populated metropolitan areas in Brazil, Spain, and the U.S. (Abrahão et al., 2021; Harvey et al., 2021a; Moreno et al., 2021). In comparison, there
were limited studies conducted in mid-or small-scale cities, but assessing the infection risk in smaller cities should not be neglected. Many studies also reported the presence of SARS-CoV-2 on the surfaces of ventilation grates and filters in buildings with COVID-19 patients, since a large volume of room air passes through the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) filters (Guo et al., 2021; Maestre et al., 2021; Santarpia et al., 2020). On the other hand, negative sampling results may reflect the effectiveness of the reopening measures adopted by certain entities to lower the risk of acquiring SARS-CoV-2 infections, exemplified by negative air and surface samples collected from clinics in Hong Kong and public buses in Italy. Lack of detection of SARS-CoV-2 in those studies were likely a result of improvements to ventilation systems, mandatory face coverings, and enhanced disinfection strategies (Carloid et al., 2020; Cheng et al., 2020). As illustrated in aforementioned studies, environmental sampling is an effective means for detecting SARS-CoV-2 in the air and surfaces and evaluating the risk of acquiring an infection in the sampled areas. Therefore, we collected air and surface samples in two restaurants in a mid-scale city in the U.S., aiming to assess the infection risk in these indoor dining settings and to investigate the effectiveness of reopening measures adapted by them to minimize the risk of acquiring COVID-19 in mid-scale cities with a lower population density.

2. Methods

2.1. Study setting

This present study was conducted in two restaurants (A and B) located in an urban/suburban mix area of north-central Florida (FL), U.S.A. The mid-scale city where the restaurants are located has a population density of 2055 people per square mile (i.e. 793 people per square kilometer) (Best Places, 2021). The number of COVID-19 cases in FL were within the top 3 among all the states in the U.S. during the sampling periods (Statista, 2021). Fig. 1 shows the number of
positive COVID-19 cases in the county during our sampling campaign and the six sampling
event dates. Restaurant A was visited from July-August 2020, when FL was at Phase 2 for
reopening and up to 50% of indoor seating capacity was allowed at restaurants. Restaurant B was
sampled from January-February 2021, when FL was in Phase 3 for reopening starting September
25, 2020. It was still reopened at 50% capacity although seating/occupation restrictions were
already lifted in those restaurants that implemented reopening protocols. They were both
mechanically air-conditioned, one-floor buildings without open windows. The areas of
Restaurants A and B are 180 m² (12 m × 15 m) and 204 m² (12 m × 17 m), respectively, and
their layouts are shown in Fig. 2. The number of patrons during sampling periods are listed in
Table 1. Since only air and surface samples were collected in our study and no human subjects
were involved in the conduct of this research, approval from the institutional review board (IRB)
was not required.

2.2. Air sampling

As shown in Fig. 2, for all the air samples collected in Restaurant A, a Viable Virus Aerosol
Sampler (VIVAS) and a BioSpot-VIVAS (Aerosol Devices Inc., Fort Collins, CO) were used,
and the air intakes were positioned ~1.5 m above the floor. The samplers were situated near the
cashier, pick-up waiting area, or dining area. At these testing sites, all patrons traversed by the
samplers on their way to/from their tables. Moreover, the samplers were also near some tables
where patrons were eating or drinking without face covering. A 2 h air sampling at 8 L min⁻¹
each was conducted during lunch and dinner time. The BioSpot-VIVAS is a commercial version
of VIVAS, and they were previously used to successfully collect viable SARS-CoV-2 in the air
of hospital rooms with COVID-19 patients (Lednický et al., 2020a) and other respiratory viruses
(e.g., influenza A H1N1 and H3N2 viruses and influenza B viruses) in a student health care
center (Pan et al., 2017). Both the BioSpot-VIVAS and VIVAS operate by a laminar flow water-based condensation method to gently collect airborne particles, whose original dimensions get enlarged through surface deposition of water molecules, onto a 35 mm Petri dish containing 1.5 mL of liquid collection medium (LCM). The four major sections of the device are the conditioner, initiator, moderator, and collector, which were operated at 4 °C, 40 °C, 28 °C, and 25 °C, respectively. The LCM consisted of sterile 1x brain-heart infusion broth without dextrose (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Carlsbad, CA) that had been supplemented with cell culture grade neomycin sulfate (0.4 mg mL⁻¹) (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), cell culture grade amphotericin B (2.5 µg mL⁻¹) (Sigma Aldrich), a final concentration of 0.2 M cell culture grade sucrose (68.46 g L⁻¹), and bovine albumin fraction V (4 g L⁻¹) (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

In Restaurant B, the BioSpot-VIVAS was placed in the dining area to collect air samples at 8 L min⁻¹ for 2 h during dinner time (Fig. 2). Additionally, a filter in an in-line holder collected air samples near the cashier. A 5 µm pore size 47-mm PTFE membrane filter (catalog no. LSWP04700, Millipore Sigma, US) that had collected respiratory viruses such as SARS in air samples (Rahmani et al., 2020) was used in the samplings. To investigate the spatial-weighted average of virus aerosol concentrations, a NIOSH BC 251 bioaerosol sampler (US National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health), which had collected SARS-CoV-2 in the air of hospital rooms with COVID-19 patients (Lei et al., 2020) was clipped onto a masked sampling team member who walked throughout the dining area of Restaurant B (Fig. 2). The air inlet was vertically held at a height corresponding to the breathing zone of the sampling team member. The airborne particles were collected into three size fractions: >4.4 µm in a 15-mL tube (Falcon conical centrifuge tube, catalog no. 14-959-53A, Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA), 1.1-4.4 µm in a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube (Microcentrifuge tubes, catalog no. 02-681-373, Fisher Scientific), and
<1.1 \mu m on a 2 \mu m pore size 37-mm diameter PTFE membrane filter (catalog no. 225-1709, SKC Inc., Eighty Four, PA). Both the PTFE filter in an in-line holder and NIOSH BC 251 were each connected to a Zefon sampling pump (Zefon International, Inc., Ocala, FL) at 3 L min\(^{-1}\) for 2 h air samplings.

After sampling, all collected air samples were placed in a Styrofoam cooler (interior: 25 cm × 20 cm × 18 cm) containing two ice packs. The cooler was subsequently transported to a BSL2-enhanced laboratory for initial work-up. There, the filters with collected airborne particles were aseptically retrieved from the collectors and immersed in sterile 1.5 mL of LCM. For the centrifuge tubes of the NOISH bioaerosol sampler, 0.5 mL of LCM was added to the 1.5-mL tube, and 1.5 mL to the 15-mL tube, and the tubes were gently mixed to resolubilize materials collected on the surfaces. All the Petri dishes, filters, and centrifuge tubes were stored in a locked -80 °C freezer until further analyses.

2.3. Surface sampling

Moistened flocked nylon swabs were used to collect samples in Restaurant B from surfaces that were frequently touched by patrons, such as the entrance and restroom door handrails. Swab samples were also collected from surfaces contacted closely by individual patrons (Fig. 2), such as table tops, drinking utensils, and menus. For the objects used by the patrons during eating or drinking, surface swabs were collected immediately after use and prior to cleaning and disinfection of the tables after the patrons left. Surface swab samples were additionally collected from ventilation grates and HVAC filters. When possible, a surface area of 25 cm × 25 cm was swabbed, such as the filter and table surface; for surfaces that were difficult to measure the dimensions, the entire surface was sampled, such as the door handrails and drinking utensils. Immediately following sampling of any surface, swabs were inserted into 1.5 mL of sterile LCM
in transport tubes. The transport and storage of the surface swabs followed the general process used for air samples.

2.4. Laboratory analyses

The presence of SARS-CoV-2 genomic RNA (vgRNA) in air and surface samples was determined by real-time reverse transcriptase-quantitative polymerase chain reaction (rRT-qPCR) as detailed in Lednicky et al. (2020b). This method has been used to detect SARS-CoV-2 vgRNA in human specimens such as nasopharyngeal, throat, and saliva samples, and in environmental samples (Lednicky et al., 2020a, 2020b, 2020c). Cell lines consisting of LLC-MK2 (Rhesus monkey kidney cells, catalog no. ATCC CCL-7) and Vero E6 cells (African green monkey kidney cells, catalog no. ATCC CRL-1586) were used for SARS-CoV-2 isolation attempts, as described in Lednicky et al. (2020a). These cell lines are susceptible and permissive for the virus and have been used by the authors to isolate SARS-CoV-2 from the air of hospital rooms with COVID-19 patients (Lednicky et al., 2020a) and from clinical and environmental samples (Lednicky et al., 2021a; Nelson et al., 2021; Schaller et al., 2021). A quantitation cycle (Cq) value of 39.15 or greater is considered negative for detection for SARS-CoV-2 in this study (Lednicky et al., 2020a, 2020b; Lednicky et al., 2021b; Nelson et al., 2021).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Sampling results

During the six sampling events, there were approximately 550 patrons dining in the restaurants, with an average of 120 and 63 patrons for each measurement in Restaurants A and B, respectively (Table 1). In total, 16 air samples and 20 surface samples were collected (Table 1). Only 1 of 20 surface samples (5%) tested positive (Cq value <39.15) for SARS-CoV-2 vgRNA
(Fig. 2) and that was collected from a tablecloth surface in sampling visit 4 at Restaurant B. There was no cytopathic effect induced by the positive surface sample on cell culture, and vgRNA was not detected in the cultures by rRT-qPCR. None of the six air samples of Restaurant A or ten air samples of Restaurant B was positive for SARS-CoV-2 vgRNA, including the air samples collected simultaneously with the positive tablecloth surface sample. Since the two restaurants reopened, their managers were not aware of any claims by any employees that they acquired COVID-19 while working there. We were unable to test patrons for SARS-CoV-2 and have no way of knowing whether any patrons developed SARS-CoV-2 infections after dining in either of the two restaurants. SARS-CoV-2 was not detected in any air samples suggesting that the airborne transmission risk might have been low in the sampled restaurants at the time the samplings were performed. Fig. 1 shows that on average there were ~80 cases per day in Alachua county. In a conservative scenario that only symptomatic individuals were tested for SARS-CoV-2 and assuming that ~40% of infected individuals may be pre-symptomatic or asymptomatic (Oran and Topol, 2020), the daily active cases of pre-symptomatic or asymptomatic individuals might be 53 cases that could potentially spread the virus when dining in the restaurants. Considering the population in Alachua county of ~270,000, the rate of pre-symptomatic and asymptomatic individuals in the population was ~0.02% during the sampling periods, implying that 0.1 positive patrons might have visited the restaurants during samplings, considering there was a total of ~550 patrons. The adopted CDC reopening guidance and the low active rates may both contribute to the low positive samples in the present study, and that may be the condition commonly encountered in a mid-scale city.

Negative test results attained after rRT-qPCR analyses of surface samples of the vent grates and HVAC filters further suggest the possibility of acquiring SARS-CoV-2 infection through
inhalation exposures was low in the restaurants at the time our tests were performed. However, in the early pandemic when there was no operation guidance against SARS-CoV-2 transmission, an outbreak involved people infected at 6.5 m away from the index case with 5-min exposures in a restaurant (Kwon et al., 2020). Instead of central air HVAC systems used in the restaurants visited in this study, that restaurant utilized a ceiling-type air conditioner, which facilitated transport of the emitted virus-laden aerosols horizontally from the index case to other patrons downwind in poorly ventilated indoor spaces (Blocken et al., 2020). Using a mechanical ventilation (i.e., HVAC systems) is an improvement because it can quickly pull exhaled air into the ventilation system and exhaust that outside, thus minimizing airborne transmission of SARS-CoV-2 inside. Similarly, in long-term care facilities, positive SARS-CoV-2 vgRNA detection rates were relatively higher among surface samples collected in rooms with passive ventilation, compared to those collected in mechanically ventilated rooms (Dumont-Leblond et al., 2021). Since those samples were swabbed from the surfaces that were out of reach and infrequently cleaned, the detection of SARS-CoV-2 in the samples was more likely due to the virus-laden airborne particles settling down on the surfaces, instead of fomite transmission. In the sampled restaurants, the apparent lack of easily detectable SARS-CoV-2 vgRNA was likely due to CDC reopening guidance measures they adopted: (a) implementation of central air ventilation systems, (b) operation of the restaurants at 50% capacity, reducing the chances of close proximity with infected diners; (c) spacing out of dining tables to such that their physical distances were increased to minimize droplet transmission between diners, (d) requirement that employees use face masks at all time and patrons wear them when not eating or drinking to reduce airborne transmission of the virus.
The presence of SARS-CoV-2 vgRNA in the tablecloth surface sample suggests that a pre-
symptomatic and/or asymptomatic individual(s) dined in the restaurants during our samplings,
and they shed the virus on the tablecloth. Our result agrees well with the positive surface
samples collected from rooms with asymptomatic patients (Wei et al., 2020) and the detection of
virus from asymptomatic patients’ exhaled breath (Riediker and Tsai, 2020). Importantly, the
positive surface sample was collected from a disposable plastic tablecloth immediately after use
and prior to cleaning. In Restaurant A, all tables and chairs were cleaned and sanitized after use.
In Restaurant B, all tables were covered by a new plastic tablecloth, and after use the tablecloth
was promptly discarded; further, the table and chair surfaces were cleaned and disinfected using
an EPA-approved disinfectant (US EPA, 2020) containing 58% (v/v) ethanol and 0.1% (w/v)
quaternary ammonium salts (active ingredient). The cleaning and disinfection process may be
one major reason why other surface samples in public areas were all negative for SARS-CoV-2
vgRNA. Table cloth surfaces can get contaminated by direct contact when an infected individual
touches the surface with contaminated hands, or their exhaled droplets settle onto the surface.
Since the air samples collected simultaneously with the positive surface sample tested negative
for SARS-CoV-2 vgRNA by RT-PCR, the risk of airborne transmission was likely in the
restaurant. Additionally, we were unable to isolate the virus from cell cultures inoculated with
aliquots of the positive surface sample, inferring the virus was not infectious (Dumont-Leblond
et al., 2021) because the person was at the resolution phase of COVID-19. This is because
infectious virus is typically shed during the earlier phase of COVID-19, but not during the later
phase of the illness, wherein vgRNA can be detected in saliva or respiratory tract specimens but
not viable (infectious) virus (Arons et al., 2020; Yamagishi et al., 2020).
All other surface samples that were tested in this work were negative for SARS-CoV-2, which may have been due to prompt and aggressive surface decontamination of each patron’s eating area following their exit from the restaurants. Noteworthy, newer information from the CDC indicates that the principal mode by which people are infected by SARS-CoV-2 is through exposure to respiratory droplets carrying infectious virus (CDC, 2021b). Whereas it is possible for people to get infected through contact with contaminated surfaces or objects (fomites), the risk is considered low. Our finding of only one SARS-CoV-2 sample suggests the infection risk through fomite transmission is indeed low in restaurants following CDC reopening guidance. In the restaurants of this work, the employees cleaned and disinfected the high-touch surfaces very frequently, including the door handles, menus, and check-out bill holders. Moreover, the waiters and waitresses wore gloves while serving the food. Compared to the presence of SARS-CoV-2 in the surface samples collected from door handles of restaurants located in Massachusetts, U.S. earlier during the pandemic (March 2021) (Harvey et al., 2021b), we did not detect the virus in the door handles of the sampled restaurant. One possible reason may be the disinfection measures that were conducted in the sampled restaurants. The effect of disinfection has been validated in some environmental sampling studies performed in public transportation vehicles, such as buses and subway trains (Carlod et al., 2020; Moreno et al., 2021), resulting in negative surface samples at the locations following enhanced disinfection measures.

3.2. Limitations

Access to other restaurants for samplings was limited because of the difficulties in obtaining the permission from restaurant owners/managers during a pandemic. To evaluate the effectiveness of control strategies in reducing the transmission and to develop the most cost-effective way for the reopening, environmental surveillance in more restaurants in places with a wide variety of
population densities to assess varied adopted reopening measures is needed. For example, the infection risk may be different amongst the restaurants operated at 100% capacity but had different distances between tables. In more densely populated areas, especially those with higher positive rates of COVID-cases in the community, the possibility of acquiring SARS-CoV-2 infections may also be different from our study, as more infected individuals may dine in the facilities and shed the virus. Furthermore, a well-designed network of samplers in restaurants without interfering with regular business operations was unrealistic due to the optics, sampler size and noise; nevertheless, we managed to use duplicate stationary samplers and personal samplers in expanding the sampled areas.

As new variants of SARS-CoV-2 are in circulation and some such as the ‘delta’ variants appear to be more contagious than previous strains (Harvey et al., 2021a), the detection of SARS-CoV-2 in restaurant environments need to be reevaluated. Some recent studies also showed that individuals infected with new variants of SARS-CoV-2 may shed greater amounts of virus per person (Mohandas et al., 2021; Shen et al., 2021), thus it would be important to determine if the situation has changed and whether the risk for dining in restaurants is higher as new variants are circulating widely. Restaurants offering outdoor seating and private rooms may also be evaluated to identify whether the transmission risk may be lower in those spaces and thereafter make suggestions for restaurants reopening. Several studies detected the virus on surfaces that were infrequently touched in rooms with COVID-19 patients such as the top of door frames and the top of shelving units, indicating the importance of airborne transmission in spreading the virus (Dumont-Leblond et al., 2021). Therefore, future studies of no-touch surface samplings in restaurants are of interest to investigate the airborne transmission in the facilities, as direct or indirect transmission may be minimal for those surfaces.
4. Conclusions

Overall, our environmental surveillance study showed that the air and surface samples were negative for SARS-CoV-2, except one tablecloth surface sample that tested positive for vgRNA by RT-PCR. However, no virus was isolated from cell cultures inoculated with aliquots of that RT-PCR positive sample. The positive surface sample with non-infectious virus, along with RT-PCR negative samples, suggest that the transmission risk of SARS-CoV-2 might be low in restaurants that are operate following CDC reopening guidance such as (a) implementation of proper ventilation systems, (b) reduction in number of diners served, (c) adherence to physical distancing measures between patrons, (d) performance of surface disinfection procedures after diners leave, prior to seating of new patrons, and (e) enforcement of masking policies for those not eating or drinking. The relatively low number of COVID-19 cases in such a mid-scale city might have also contributed to the finding of only one positive sample. COVID-19 vaccines were not readily available during the performance period of this work. Our work suggests that by implementing proper infection control procedures, that risk of acquiring COVID-19 in indoor dining settings may be reduced.
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Figure 1. Number of positive COVID-19 cases in Alachua county, FL and six sampling event dates.
*The BioSpot-VIVAS was placed in one of the indicated locations during sampling and details are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. SARS-CoV-2 rRT-PCR results of air and surface samples collected at two restaurants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Number of patrons</th>
<th>Type of sample</th>
<th>Sampling locations</th>
<th>Number of samples</th>
<th>Positive rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A 7/11/2020</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>Air (BioSpot-VIVAS)</td>
<td>Near cashier</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/25/2020</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>Air (BioSpot-VIVAS)</td>
<td>Dining area</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/1/2020</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>Air (VIVAS)</td>
<td>Near pick-up waiting area</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Air (BioSpot-VIVAS)</td>
<td>Dining area</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B 1/23/2021</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Air (BioSpot-VIVAS)</td>
<td>Dining area</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Air (PTFE filter in an in-line holder)</td>
<td>Near cashier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Surface swab</td>
<td>Entrance door handrail</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Surface swab</td>
<td>Table surface after use and prior to cleaning/disinfection</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Surface swab</td>
<td>Bar counter surface after use and prior to cleaning/disinfection</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Surface swab</td>
<td>Restroom door handrail</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/30/2021</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Air (BioSpot-VIVAS)</td>
<td>Dining area</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Air (NIOSH BC251)</td>
<td>Personal sampler throughout the restaurant</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Surface swab</td>
<td>Menu after use and prior to disinfection</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Surface swab</td>
<td>Cup after use and prior to cleaning/disinfection</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Surface swab</td>
<td>HVAC filter</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Surface swab</td>
<td>HVAC vent grate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Test Type</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/27/2021</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Air (BioSpot-VIVAS)</td>
<td>Dining area</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Air (NIOSH BC251)</td>
<td>Personal sampler throughout the restaurant</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Surface swab</td>
<td>Restroom door handrail</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Surface swab</td>
<td>Entrance door handrail</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Surface swab</td>
<td>Table surface after use and prior to cleaning/disinfection</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Surface swab</td>
<td>Check-out card holder after use and prior to disinfection</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Surface swab</td>
<td>High chair after use and prior to cleaning/disinfection</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total air samples</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total surface swab samples</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1/20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>